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CONSIDERATION AND PREPARATION OF TEE DRJ~FT
TEXT OF ARTICLES OF A CONVENTION ON TONNAGE
MEASurtEMENT (TM!COI~1!6 and Corr.l;
TM!CONF!6!Add.l; TM/CONF!C.l!WP.l)
(continued)

Article 5 - ASgert§d.nment of Towages (continued)
The CHAIRMI\.N invited the Committee to continue its
consideration of Article 5 taking the text proposed by France
(TM!CONF!6, page 16) bS a basis and putting the words "of gross
tonnag~ and certified displacement" and "of gross tonnage" in
square brackets.
Mr.

KASBE~~R

(India) had no objection to adopting that

text.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) explained that the only purpose
of the amendment proposed by the Netherlands (pages 16 and 17),
in which there was a mictake in the English text, was to ensure
that measurement of ships was carried out in confo,:,mity with
the provisions of the Convention.
He would therefore propose
that a sentence to that effect be added at the beginlling of the
text.

The CHAIRr~N noted that there was no support for the proposal,
which was therefore rejected.
Article 5 J2.r012..q§ed J2x_Fr.§ll~_'2Jwr9vedl
in sguare_.pr~ckets.
Art~cle 6.~

exc!,J?tJor _the

w~

Issue of CertificatQ

ParagraJ?h J1l
The CHAIRJVIAN noted that the words "gross tonnage and load
displacement" should be pla'Jed between square brackets as in
the case of Article 5.
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Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) recalled that liis delegatiop had
proposed (TJV[!CONF!6,pages 18 and 19) that use be made of the
expression "Internattonal I![easUl:ement Certiftcate" and that the
Convention should, in special cases, authorize the issue of a
Special Certificate to ships flying the flag of a State whose
government was not Party to the Convention.
That was the
current practice for countrj_es Parties to the Oslo Conven I;ion.
It could with advantage be extended to the future Convention
and without danger, since the duration of the certificate would
That was the aim of the new paragraph (2)
be limited.
proposed by the Netherlands.
Mr. IUCHOLSON (Aus tralia) agreed with the idea underlying
the Netherlands proposal.
International Tonnage Certificates
should not be delivered to ships which were not registered in a
contracting country.
Perhaps in paragraph (1), after "to every
ship", the words "registered in a contracting country or flying
the flag of a contracting country" could be added.
Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) considered that the expression
"International Measurement Certificate" proposed by the
Netherlands was more appropriate.
Mr. DARAM (France) said he would like to know what
"f'pecial cases" the Netherlands had in mind.
If it was a
quest:::on of ships flying the flag of a State whose government
was not Party to the Convention, he wondered whether the
proposal would not entail a contradiction of paragraph (4) of
Article 7.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands), in reply to the Australian
representative, explained that the idea was to make provision
in the Conventio11 for the i.ssue of an international, and not
a national, certificate, which would be of great importance to
shipowners"
He explained, with reference to the comment by
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the represen ta tiveof IJiberia, that the expX'es sion "International
Measurement Certificate" would apply only to Prcpcsal 0 and that
the COl~~ittee would therefore have to await the conclusions of
the Technical Committee before taking a decision on the matter.
Finally, he did indeed recognize the contradiction between the
new paragraph proposed by the Netherlands and paragraph (4) of
Article 7 to which the representative of France had referred.
But he would point out to him that the Netherlands had also
submitted an amendment to that provision as well as to
paragraph (4) of Article 9.
]VII'. DARAM (France) 00nsidered that proposal pertinent, but

thought that the special cases envisaged should consequently be
specified in Article 6 or Article 7.
Mr. PROSSER (UK) thought it would be dangerous to provide
in the Convention for the issue of a certificate which might be
to the benefit of ships SUbsequently flying the flag ofa State
whbsegovernment was not Party to the Convention.
He preferred
the original text of Article 6.
Mr. NICHOLSON (Australia) shared that view in substance
. although hefeatedtha t therew8sin fact -a contradiction
betweenparaktaph (1) of Ar'ticle 6anclparagraph (4) of Article 7.
Mr. PROSSER (uk) did not thinksci~
The two Articles
indicated. clearly the treatment that would be applied to ships,
Mr. DUBCHAK (USSR), supported by Mr. BORG (Sweden),
Mr. MILEWSKI (Poland) and Mr.KASBEKAR (Indi8) said he shared
the views of the United Kingdom representative and was ir,
favour of adopting the original text of paragraph (1) of
Axticle 6.
Mr. DARAM (France) re-introduced an amendment which had
been proposed by Mr. HINZ (Federal RepUblic of Gerinany),
supported 1)~r Mr. WI:B (:tiforway) and. ]Vii:. GERDES (NetherlalJds)
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The amendment was to add, in
but subsequently withdrawn.
paragraph (1), after "every sliipl! the words "flying the flag of
a State whose government is a Contracting Government".
He would, however, p~~efer a more elegant wording which
.would both satisfy the Netherland.s. and make it possible to do
away with paragraph (4) of Article 7 by supplementing the
proposed amendment with the words "and to no other ships" at
the.end of the paragrcph.
Mr. OSMAN (United Arab Republic) supported that proposal.

The CHAIRJ'iIAN observed that. the Committee had not yet
examined Article 7 and hence could not take a decision on a
prGposal entailing the deletion of paragraph (4) of that
Article.
He invited. the Committee to take a decision on the
.first amendment proposed by the representative of France •
. Mr. NICHOLSON (Australia) supported the proposaL
The CHAIRMAN put the French proposal to the vote.
!f1e FrencJ:1 propos§l was r:'€:l~d by 19 Yili§... to 4.
Paragraph (1) of Article_~_as originally ~ted, was
gpprovedby 22 vot;~.s. to one~.££J2:L.f.Qr the...,.W?rds in~uare
brack~.

A. Netherlands_ Pro12o§.?l to inserts new

p~ragraph

CgJ

. 1!M/CONFL6, 12~ge_19) w~§ not sup~rted~Y-2ny oth~r delegation
.. and was regar!J:,2d s:Lre;iectecL
. .
Pafag ra 12h..1
Approved without comment.
Article 7 - Issue of .£QE.t1f; cate_by anolhe£ Government
ParagraI?h_ill
The CH!U~'\.N noted that the words "gross tonnage and load
displacement" should be put in square brackets.
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Mr, VAUGHN (Liberia) pointed out that the word "determine"
was used in thatseotion instead of the word "oaloulate",whioh
appeared in the rest of the text.
Mr, KASBEKAR (India) said he would prefer to see the word
"determj.ne" used throughout the text.
The Commi nee decieJ:~d
]£§fting Committee.

t o ~those

oomm.en!L.!Q...the.

Mr.

NICHOLSON (Australia) proposed that the words "or
authorize the issue" be deleted.
He did not see how a
Contracting Government could assume responsibility for a
certificate issued by a body over which it had no control.
Mr.DARAM (Franoe) supported the amendment put forward by
Mr. Nj.cholson, and for the same reasons.
He added that the
facility Offered by the expression in question would make no
substantial difference, since the Administration was always
fully responsible.
Mr. HINZ (Federal RepUblic of Germany), supported by
Mr. BORG (Sweden) .considered that the facility in question
followed logically from the use in Article 6, paragraph (2),
first sentence, of the words: "or by any person or organization
duly authorized by it".
Mr. PROSSER (UK) endorsed that view and pointed out that
paragraph (1) and (3) of Article 7 were interrelated.
The amendment p£opQsed b~ the represeptative of-~ustral~
was rejected by 15 vot~ to 6~ Paragraph ill-wafl~£oyed as
drafted, except for the words in sguare bracket~.
Paragrarhill
Mr. GElIDES UJetherlands). referring back to the wording
used in the corresponding paragraph in Proposal A, requested the
insertion of the words: "and a cOpy of the calculations of the
tonnages".
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Mr. PROSSER (UK) held that that idea was linked to the
questton of what form the certH'icate should take, and should be
held in abeyance until the Techntcal Committee had put forward
its proposals.
I~. "tUB (norway) said he was il'lfavour of the

amendment, but saw no objection to watting for the outcome of
the discusstons in the Technical Committee.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the proposed phrase should be
placed in square brackets.
Mr PROSSER (UK) welcomed that procedure.
Mr. BACHE (Denmark) supported by Mr. ~IDRPfIT (USA),
Mr. DJLRAM (Fran~e), Mr. DOLCINI (Italy), Mr. BORG (Sweden) ana·
Mr. MILEWSKI (Poland) strongly endorsed the amendment proposed
by Mr. Gerdes.
He pointed out that whatever parameters might
be used as a basis for 1;l1e data on the certifi.ca te, calculations
·/lould have to be made, anq.a copy of those calculations could be
attached to the certificate.
The amenQment proposed by the Ne~herlands repre~ent~tive
was adopted unanimously by the 23 members voting.
------_.
--_._---~---,--~--

Paragr§.J21Lill.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic.01 Germany) withdrew the
amendment proposed by his delegation in TM/CONF/6,page 20.
Mr. OSMAN (United.Arab·Republic), supported by
Mr. DARAM (France),proposed that the French text should be
amended. by the insertion of the words "de l'Etat" after the words
"du Gouvernement", to bring it into· line with the English text.
It was so

d§£ide~.

ParagraJ2h (3), as amended in_the French version!

~§.pproved.
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SURplementarx--Artiol~l4-A)

The CHAIRJ.IlAN invited the Committee to consider TM/CONF/C.I/WP.I,
the draft text of a supplementary Article proposed by the
United Kingdom.
He asked the Committee to deal only with the
wording.· of the Article and not w:' th its position in the
Convention, which was a secondary matter that could well be left
~o the drafting group responsible for the final instrument.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) who had been
anxious to have the written text in front of him before
expressing an opinion on the am,mdment, expressed full support
fur the two paragraphs proposed by the United Kingdom.
The new Article prouosed by Jhe United Kingdom was
approved.
Article 8 - F£rm of

Certificat~

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the plenary Conference, in
giving its instructions to the General Committee, had asked it
not to deal with questions relating to the form of certificates.
The Committee should therefore consider the Article but omitting
Annex II, referred to in paragraph (2).
Pa ra il:rQ.pK.i1:1
Approved withQut comment.
Paragr§]h.J.. tl
Mr. HINZ (FederalRepublicbfGerm~ny) refe:t;ring to his
. Government' sproposed amendment to the p~ragrap~ .
..
(TN/CONF/fi,page~2), suggested that it might be consider8d
later, as it referred more specifically-to Proposal C.
The CP~IRMJ~ suggested that Mr. Hinz's reservation should
be dealt with by piacing the word "eaoh" ( ••• of each model ••• )
between square brackets in the·· English te:Kt.
It was so decided.
Para.grn.I1h (2) was ap12roved in that fo;rlf!.
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G~

Article 9 - -FSJrm· of...££.t!ifica te§.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that, to take account of the
amendment proposed by Denmark on page 24 of TM/CONF/6, the.words
"gross" and "or load displacement" should be placed in square
brackets.
~

Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) drew attention to the amendments
suggested by his delegation in TiVI/CONF/6, pages 26 and 27.
In
the light of the discussion which had just taken place,his
delegation would not press for the adoption of its proposal for
the amendment of paragraph (2).
Mr. OVERGAAUW (Netherlands) stated that, as far as the validity
of the certificate was concerned, his delegation considered it
essential that ships on the high seas should be governed by
provis.ions. similar to those governing inland shipping under the
terms of the 1925 Treaty of Paris and the 1966 Geneva Treaty,
which. provided for periods of validity of ten and fifteen years
respectively.
The Netherlands delegation thought it vital that
ships should be remeasured after a period of 15 years.
Mr. NICHOLSON (Australia) wondered whether it would not
suffice if the beginning of paragraph (1) wereamend~d to read:
"The International Measurement Certificate (1969) shall cease to
be valid and be cancelled by the Administration: •• ".
Mr. {J-ERDES (Netherlands) endorsed that proposal, and
pointed out that i tresembled the. proposal made by his own
delegation in TM/C01'F/6 (page 27).
I t was essential to
indicate somewhere in the new Convention, as had been done in
the Oslo Convention, that if at any time the ship should cease
to correspond to the ·particulars given in the Measurement
Certificate, that certifice would cease to be valid.
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The Cfu\IRMAN called for a vote on the amendment to
paragraph (1) proposed by the representative of Australia.
That amendmel'1.i wafl...adopte(l bUl. votes toone.
Mr. PROSSER (UK), Mr. MURPHY (USA) and Mr. MacGILLIVRAY
(Canada) stated that their delegations were opposed to the idea
expressed by the representative of the Netherlands regarding the
period of validity of the -certificate, since in their vie,w the
certificate as defined in the Convention already contained all
the requisite guarantees.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) explained that in his delegation's
View, the essent~al point was to make provision for some control
measurement, suc~ as that mentioned in TM!CONF!6, paragraph 1,
,last sentence (page 27).
After all, fifteen years was a very
longtime, and it was essential that the certifioate could be
renewed without remeasurement of the ship.

Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) said that he shared the point of view
of the United Kingdom, United States and Canadian representatives.
There was no reason for choosing a period of fifteen years,
rather than one of ten or five years and in any case that was a
question for the Administration.
Mr; BACh"E (Denmark) thought that the Netherlands proposal
was of interest, but stressed that the Treaties which, had been
mentioned were not of the same type as the present Convention.
He wondered whether representatives of Governments Parties to
the 1966 Geneva Treaty could give their opinion on the question.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) thought that
comparison was difficult, as inland naVigation and navigation on
the high seas raised two quite different problems.
In anY-case,
it seemed to him that the amendment which had just been adopted
to paragraph (1) rendered that second modification - which was
too "interventionist" - somewhat unnecessary.
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The CHAIRMAN said that the second Netherlands amendment
had not been supported and was, therefore, rejected.
Mr. EDHOLM (Sweden) drew attention to the amendment
proposed by his Government, which was reproduoed on page 28 of
TM/CONF/6.
The CHAIRMAN said he thought that the decision just taken
on paragraph (1) dealt with the subject raised in that proposal.
Mr. LEVY (Israel) thought that, in paragraph (2),.it should
be made clear that when a ship possessing a certificate was
transferred to the flag of another State Party to the Convention,
the certificate should remain valid until the State whose flag
the ship was flying issued a new certificate.
Mr. HINZ (Federal RepUblic of Germany) said he thought the
amendment proposed by his Government on page 25 of TM/CONF/6
dealt with the point which the representative of Israel had
Just raised, and even went a little further.
Moreover, it was
more in keeping with the other Articles· of the Convention.
Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) wondered what would happen if a ship
.being transferre.d to the flag of another State Party to the
Convention was transferred rapidly, while the transmission of a
copy of the certificate Was not so speedy.· As far as.the
Convention on Load Lines and the Convention for the Safety of
~ife at Sea were concerned, it was. probable that th~ majority of
Administrations cencelled the· certificates when ships changed
flag,
But there was some doubt as to whether the same
considerations applied in the case of the tonnage certificate.
Perhaps the Federal RepUblic of Germany's proposal could be
retained in principle, on condition that prOVision was made for
a respite (of six months, for example).
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Mr. NIKOLIO (Yugoslavia) was opposed to any- modification of
the original text of parag1:aph (2).
The certificate must be
issued by the flag State and by no other; there was, therefore,
no reason to specify whether that State was a Party to the
Convention or not.
]vlr. KASBEKAR (India) thought, on the contrary, that from
the legal point of view it was important to make such a
distinction.
I f the flag State was a Party to the Convention,
by virtue of the principle of reciprocity which, incidentally,
was recognized. in the Convention, nothing should prevent the
validity- of the certificate from being accepted.
The only
formalities to provide for were the transmission of a copy of
the certificate and of the calculations for information purposes.
If the flag State was not a Party to the Convention, the
certificate would immediately be cancelled by the Administration
which had issued it.
Paragraph (2) should provide for both
those possibilities.
Mr. de jvJATTOS (Brazil) supported the Federal Republic of
. Gerll1any's.proposal and also shared the opinion expressed by the
Indian representative. . In the case of the transfer. of a ship
to the flag of another State Party to the Convention, perhaps it
would be sufficient to add a note to the certificate confirming
its validity.
Mr~ .BACHE (Denmark) also thou.ght that it was important . to

distinguish between States Parties to the Convention and States
Which were not Parties.
In the former csse, it seemed pointless
to issue..F\ new certificate which would give Ii ttle more
information than the old one.
It should be sufficient to put
some sort of stamp on it, indicating the endorSement of the new
State and the ship's change of name,letters of identification, etc.
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Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) supported the Federal Republic of
Germany's proposed amendment to paragraph (2), which was the
most satisfactory from the legal point of view and would not
preclude an extension of the validity of the certificate for an
appropriate period (e.g. three months).
Mr. MURPHY (USA) thought that it would be preferable to
keep the original wording of paragraph (2) as it was more in
conformity with the text of the Convention on Load Lines.
Moreover, it should not be forgotten that the certificate not
only mentioned the tonnage but also the authority responsible
for the calculations; it was thus qUite logical that it should
cease to be valiQ when there was a transfer of responsibilities.
Mr. PROSSER (UK) agreed with the United States representative
and said that in his opinion the. provisions of Article 7 were
sufficient to solve the difficulties which had been raised.
Mr. NICHOLSON (Australia) thought the question was a legal
one relating to responsibility.
It was unlikely that a State
would desire one of its ships to hold a certificate that had
been issued under the responsibility of another State.
Whilst
there could be inconvenjence when a ship was sold to a different
flag, the problem was a practical one that could be solved
administratively without amendment to the Article.
Mr. DUBCHAK (USSR) agreed with the representatives of
Yugoslavia and the United States in thinking that there was no
n"ed to modify tile original text.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) proposed tha
vote on his. country's .propostll should be postponed unti~ . the
meeting of 2 June, so as to give delegations supporting it time
~o consult together with a view to making the changes they
considered desirable.
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Mr. EDHOLM (Sweden), Mr. ROOQUEMONT (France) and Mr. BACHE
(Denmark) supported that proposal.
Mr. NADEINSKI (Oommittee Secretary), referring to Rule 22
of the Rules of Procedure, indicated that a motion to adjourn
the debate had precedence over all other proposals.
The CHAIRMAN put the proposal to adjourn the debate to
the vote.
The lFoJ2osal to adj OUF!] the deba teO" was adopted by
17 votes to 5.

